The TCPA has failed. Despite laws against junk faxes my company receives hundreds of them. Despite being on no-call lists, my household receives dozens of illegal telemarketing calls, including autodialed and recorded-answer calls. My company receives hundreds of spam emails a day including many with bestiality and rape pornography embedded in them. All of these abuses continue to get worse with each passing day. I urge the FCC to dramatically tighten all of these rules and apply serious enforcement and penalties to them. Spam -- unsolicited bulk email -- MUST BE MADE COMPLETELY ILLEGAL, as junk faxes are. Commercial rights must NOT include the right to consume MY computing resources without permission. And unsolicited telephone marketing calls must be completely prohibited. These restrictions should apply to political and charitable spam and calls as well; there is NO FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO THEFT. Penalties should be on the order of $100,000 and six months in jail PER INCIDENT. The public is FED UP telemarketing thieves! Abolish the DMA. Execute spammers.